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We used the “standard” and “switched” social contract versions of the Wason Selection-

task to investigate the neural bases of human reasoning about social rules. Both these
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versions typically elicit the deontically correct answer, i.e. the proper identification of the

violations of a conditional obligation. Only in the standard version of the task, however,

this response corresponds to the logically correct one. We took advantage of this

differential adherence to logical vs. deontical accuracy to test the different predictions of

logic rule-based vs. visuospatial accounts of inferential abilities in 14 participants who

solved the standard and switched versions of the Selection-task during functional-

Magnetic-Resonance-Imaging. Both versions activated the well known left fronto-parietal

network of deductive reasoning. The standard version additionally recruited the medial

parietal and right inferior parietal cortex, previously associated with mental imagery and

with the adoption of egocentric vs. allocentric spatial reference frames. These results

suggest that visuospatial processes encoding one's own subjective experience in social

interactions may support and shape the interpretation of deductive arguments and/or the

resulting inferences, thus contributing to elicit content effects in human reasoning.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The neural bases of deductive reasoning, i.e. the ability to
reach secure conclusions from a set of given facts known to
be true, have been extensively investigated with functional
neuroimaging. Despite complex and not always consistent
results (Monti et al., 2007), the role of a common left
frontolateral-frontomesial-parietal network across different
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deductive tasks was confirmed by qualitative (Goel, 2007) and
quantitative (Prado et al., 2011) meta-analyses. Moreover,
against the existence of a single – either rule-based (Rips,
1994) or visuospatial (Johnson-Laird, 1995) – neural system for
deductive reasoning, different types of arguments flexibly
recruit specific regions, namely right hemispheric visuospa-
tial areas for relational reasoning and left inferior frontal
ones for categorical reasoning (Prado et al., 2011). Other
regions seem to underpin specific sub-processes, namely
extraction and maintenance of the formal structure of argu-
ments (fronto-parietal “support” areas; Rypma et al., 1999;
Tanaka et al., 2005), as well as deductive operations (medial
and rostrolateral prefrontal “core-logic” areas; Charron and
Koechlin, 2010; Christoff et al., 2001; Volz et al., 2005) (Monti
et al., 2007, 2009).

Formal logic, i.e. the syntax of classical logic, has been
traditionally considered a normative standard for deductive
reasoning. Several studies, however, report systematic viola-
tions of formal logic in human reasoning, including so-called
“content effects” on the Wason Selection task (Wason, 1983).
In this task, subjects are asked to identify the violations of a
conditional rule (“If P, then Q”), by testing the co-occurrence
of its possible antecedents and consequents (P, not-P, Q, not-
Q). The correct logical answer is to select P and not-Q,
because they could reveal not-Q and P, respectively. However,
subjects presented with so-called “descriptive” rules (i.e.
describing states of the world, such as “If a person goes to X,
then he does Y”) typically deviate from formal logic (below 20%
accuracy, frequently selecting P and Q, or P alone; Manktelow
and Evans, 1979). A significant improvement (65–80% accu-
racy) is observed with “deontic” conditional rules (i.e.,
describing situations in which, to obtain a benefit P, an
individual must satisfy a requirement Q), such as social
contracts of the form “If I give you X, then you must give me
Y” (Manktelow and Over, 1991). The roots of this facilitation
have been addressed from both cognitive (Cosmides, 1989;
Fodor, 2000; Sperber and Girotto, 2002; Stenning and van
Lambalgen, 2004) and social–psychological (Legrenzi, 2004;
Pantaleo, 2004) viewpoints. Deontic reasoning competence is
sensitive to both context and perspective (Gigerenzer and
Hug, 1992), and the facilitation induced by social contracts, as
well as by precautionary rules such as “If the hazard X exists,
then you must take the precaution Y” (Fiddick et al., 2000), may
reflect the engagement of domain-specific reasoning
mechanisms (Fiddick, 2004). Several studies have highlighted
brain regions differentially activated by social contracts vs.
descriptive rules (Canessa et al., 2005), social contracts vs.
precautionary rules (Fiddick et al., 2005), social contracts or
precautionary rules vs. descriptive rules (Ermer et al., 2006),
as well as reflecting selective impairments on social contract,
relative to precautionary, reasoning (Stone et al., 2002).

The influence of extra-logical considerations on human
reasoning is supported by a variant of the task, directly
comparing logical vs. deontical accuracy despite an identical
structure. In this variant, the “standard” version “If you take
the benefit, then you must satisfy the requirement” is “switched”
into the form “If you satisfy the requirement, then you (may) take
the benefit” (Cosmides, 1989). In both cases, subjects testing a
violation of the rule typically (e.g. 80%; Sugiyama et al., 2002)
choose the “benefit accepted” and “requirement non
satisfied” cards. However, only in the “standard” version
these cards incidentally correspond to the logically correct
answer (P and not-Q), while in the “switched” version they
correspond to the logically incorrect one (not-P and Q). Here
we take advantage of this peculiar feature to test the
hypothesis that the predominance of extra-logical considera-
tions in reasoning on social contracts would reflect in neural
activity exceeding “core-logic” brain regions. In particular,
previous studies highlighted the perspective adopted to inter-
pret the rule as a critical factor in social contract reasoning
(Fiddick et al., 2000; Gigerenzer and Hug, 1992). Compared with
descriptive rules, social contracts may be more easily encoded
through visuospatial imagery processes rather than logic deduc-
tive operations. Their antecedents and consequents would thus
be mapped onto a representational format other than that
predicted by formal logic, e.g. in terms of spatial relationships
between two interacting agents. This hypothesis would entail a
differential involvement of neural mechanisms supporting one's
own perspective and sense of agency across the standard and
switched tasks, which engage opposite reference frames and
corresponding social focal points with respect to the conditional
obligation (“If I…, then you…” vs. “If you…, then I…”, respec-
tively). Namely, it would entail an egocentric reference frame – or
social focal point – in the standard task, in which the antecedent
is encoded in a first-person perspective (“If I …”), while the
switched task (“If you …”) can be expected to activate an
allocentric reference frame.

We tested this hypothesis in 14 participants who solved
the standard and switched versions of the Selection-task
during functional-Magnetic-Resonance-Imaging. We pre-
dicted that the two tasks would involve differential activity
in the regions associated with the adoption of egocentric vs.
allocentric reference frames (medial parietal and inferior
parietal cortex; Vogeley and Fink, 2003) rather than in the
regions involved in logical processing (rostrolateral prefrontal
cortex; Monti et al., 2007). We also performed regions-of-
interest analyses to assess the consistency of our results with
available data on the neural bases of deductive reasoning,
reasoning on social contracts, logical inference and agency
attribution in social interactions.
2. Results

2.1. Behavioral results

We considered as a correct answer in the standard (SSC) and
switched (WSC) tasks the selection of both the “benefit
accepted” and “requirement non satisfied” cards, regardless
of their logical status (e.g. P and not-Q in the SSC task, not-P
and Q in the WSC task). Under this convention, behavioral
results during functional scanning showed no significant
difference between the mean of correct answers in the SSC
(mean¼81.25%, SD¼0.28) and WSC (mean¼80.80%, SD¼0.29)
tasks, F(2)¼2.412, MSE¼0.9, p40.05. Neither a significant
main effect of the order of task presentation throughout the
four scanning sequences, F(3)¼1.047, MSE¼0.124, p40.05, nor
a significant interaction between the task and the presenta-
tion order, F(6)¼0.529, MSE¼0.46, p40.05, was observed,
indicating that no learning occurred during the experiment.



Table 1 – The brain regions activated by “standard” (SSC) conditional rules compared with the baseline condition (po0.05
corrected for multiple comparisons). IFG¼Inferior Frontal Gyrus, SMA¼Supplementary Motor Area.

Cluster-size Hemisphere Anatomical region MNI t-value

x y z

3050 Left Middle Frontal Gyrus �34 12 34 7.38
Left IFG (pars Triangularis) �38 34 18 7.07
Left Superior Medial Gyrus �10 34 52 6.64
Left Superior Frontal Gyrus �10 38 48 6.49
Left Superior Medial Gyrus �8 32 32 5.57
Left SMA �10 18 62 5.54
Left Middle Frontal Gyrus �20 44 26 5.5

604 Left IFG (pars Opercularis) �42 16 10 6.57
Left IFG (pars Orbitalis) �42 22 �10 5.97
Left IFG (pars Triangularis) �32 24 14 4.21
Left Insula Lobe �28 24 0 4.05

1384 Right Insula Lobe 44 18 �6 7.63
Right Middle Cingulate Cortex 16 18 36 6.41
Right Middle Frontal Gyrus 42 30 30 5.19
Right IFG (pars Opercularis) 50 20 10 5.13
Right SMA 14 24 56 4.45
Right Superior Medial Gyrus 12 30 44 4.15

1909 Left Angular Gyrus (PGa) �42 �62 36 9.72
Left Inferior Parietal Lobule (PFm) �46 �56 44 9.23
Left Middle Temporal Gyrus �52 �60 14 7.16
Left Inferior Parietal Lobule (PFm) �52 �48 38 5.91
Left SupraMarginal Gyrus (PFcm) �46 �46 30 5.45

321 Right Middle Occipital Gyrus (PGp) 40 �70 32 5.23
Right Inferior Parietal Lobule (PFm) 48 �48 38 4.43

576 Left Precuneus �4 �62 36 6.24
Right Precuneus 2 �60 36 5.96

Table 2 – The brain regions activated by “switched” (WSC) conditional rules compared with the baseline condition (po0.05
corrected for multiple comparisons). IFG¼Inferior Frontal Gyrus, SMA¼Supplementary Motor Area.

Cluster-size Hemisphere Anatomical region MNI t-value

x y z

3634 Left Superior Medial Gyrus �8 34 52 7.53
Left IFG (pars Triangularis) �40 28 24 5.92
Left Middle Frontal Gyrus �42 16 44 5.76
Left SMA �12 16 60 5.1
Left IFG (pars Orbitalis) �38 20 �10 4.47

2380 Left Angular Gyrus (PGa) �40 �62 36 8.65
Left SupraMarginal Gyrus (PF) �46 �48 30 5.65
Left Middle Temporal Gyrus �52 �58 14 5.2

347 Right Angular gyrus 36 �56 28 4.26
Right Middle Occipital Gyrus (PGp) 40 �70 30 3.53

481 Left Precuneus �4 �64 36 5.33
Right Precuneus 14 �60 32 3.01
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Also the analysis of response times showed no significant
difference between the SSC (mean 14.54 s, SD¼1.37) and WSC
(mean¼14.65 s, SD¼1.34) tasks, F(2)¼0.162, MSE¼0.313,
p40.05. Moreover, no significant main effect of the order of
task presentation on response times, F(3)¼1.01, MSE¼1.673,
p40.05, nor a significant interaction between the task and the
presentation order, F(6)¼1.301, MSE¼2.99, p40.05, was
observed.
2.2. fMRI results

The statistical parametric maps for the SSC and SWC tasks
(Tables 1 and 2), as well as a conjunction-analysis between
them (Table 3; Fig. 1), showed that both tasks recruited a
common set of areas involving the left frontolateral cortex
(from precentral gyrus to inferior frontal and rostrolateral
prefrontal cortex), medial superior frontal gyrus and middle
temporal gyrus, as well as the angular gyrus (encompassing
posterior parietal cortex and parieto-occipital junction) in
both hemispheres. Regions-of-interest (ROIs) analyses con-
firmed a priori hypotheses on the engagement of the key
regions of deductive reasoning highlighted by the meta-
analysis of Prado et al. (2011), e.g. left inferior frontal cortex
(�46, 15, 23), middle frontal gyrus (�42, 10, 42) and angular
gyrus (�37, �59, 38) (Supplementary Table 5-a). Additional
ROIs analyses confirmed that both SSC and WSC tasks
activated the regions previously reported by Canessa et al.
(2005), with the only exception being the lack of activation of
the right middle and superior frontal gyri which did not
survive a corrected threshold in the WSC task (Supplemen-
tary Table 5-b). Moreover, both tasks activated the critical
regions reported by Fiddick et al. (2005), including the dor-
somedial prefrontal cortex and bilateral inferior parietal
cortex (Supplementary Table 5-c). These regions encom-
passed both the core (e.g. left rostrolateral prefrontal cortex,
Brodmann area (BA) 10p: �36, 56, 8) and support (e.g. left
Table 3 – The brain regions commonly activated by “standard” a
(po0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons). IFG¼Inferior Front

Cluster-size Hemisphere Anatomical region

4979 Left Superior Medial Gyrus
Left IFG (pars Triangularis)
Left Middle Frontal Gyrus
Left SMA
Left IFG (pars Orbitalis)
Left IFG (pars Opercularis)

2642 Left Angular Gyrus (PGa)
Left SupraMarginal Gyrus (PFcm
Left Middle Temporal Gyrus

464 Right Middle Occipital Gyrus (PGp
Right Angular Gyrus (PGp)

726 Left Precuneus
inferior frontal gyrus, BA 47: �32, 20,�8; left middle frontal
gyrus, BA 6: �46, 10, 50, BA 9: �56 22, 32) regions of Monti
et al. (2007) (Supplementary Table 5-d).

Whole-brain direct comparisons showed that the SSC task,
compared with the WSC one, elicited stronger activity in two
right-hemispheric medial parietal and inferior parietal clus-
ters (Table 4, Fig. 2-top). The first one was located in the
dorso-medial parietal cortex, and involved the middle/poster-
ior cingulate cortex, postcentral gyrus and sensorimotor
cortex (BA 2,3,4), extending into the right superior parietal
lobule. The second cluster involved several structures encom-
passing the inferior parietal cortex, namely the right post-
central gyrus (BA 3b), parietal operculum (OP1) and
supramarginal gyrus. No region survived a correction for
multiple comparisons in the reverse contrast. All whole-
brain results (i.e. both simple effects and direct comparisons)
were confirmed by a control analysis in which we specified an
equal duration of 10 s for all reasoning and baseline trials (see
Supplementary Tables 1–4).

Subsequent ROIs analyses showed that none of the core-
logic or support brain regions reported by Monti et al. (2007)
were differentially activated by the SSC vs. WSC tasks. A re-
analysis of our previous data (Canessa et al., 2005) rather
showed that the “support” right inferior frontal cortex (BA 47;
32, 28, �2) was more strongly activated in the DES task than
in both the SSC (t(26)¼3.74; po0.001) and WSC (t(26)¼4.92;
po0.001) tasks. This result is also consistent with our pre-
vious data, showing stronger activation of the right anterior
lateral frontal cortex (Brodmann area 46) when reasoning on
descriptive rules vs. social contracts (see Fig. 2 of Canessa
et al. (2005)). In line with our hypothesis, instead, a significant
difference between standard and switched rules emerged in
brain regions which a recent meta-analysis (Sperduti et al.,
2011) associated with internal vs. external agency (Supple-
mentary Table 5-e). Namely, the SSC task, compared with the
WSC one, was associated with higher activity in a region of
the postcentral gyrus associated with self-agency (BA 3; 34,
nd “switched” conditional rules, after baseline subtraction
al Gyrus, SMA¼Supplementary Motor Area.

MNI t-value

x y z

�10 34 52 6.64
�40 28 24 5.79
�42 16 44 5.65
�12 16 60 5
�38 20 �10 4.37
�42 16 10 3.89

�40 �62 36 8.47
) �46 �46 30 5.14

�52 �58 14 5.07

) 40 �70 30 3.45
50 �62 32 2.3

�4 �64 36 5.21



Fig. 1 – The brain network of deductive reasoning. The brain regions which were commonly activated while reasoning on the
standard (SSC; “If I …, then you …”) and switched (WSC; “If you …, then I …”) ”social contract” versions of the Selection-task
(po0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons; see Tables 1 and 2 for the detailed description of the activated regions in each of
the two tasks). The activations largely overlap with those highlighted by a recent meta-analysis of 28 studies of deductive
reasoning (see Fig. 1b in Prado et al., 2011).

Table 4 – The brain regions that were more strongly activated by “standard” than “switched” conditional rules (po0.05
corrected for multiple comparisons).

Cluster-size Hemisphere Anatomical region MNI t-value

x y z

2711 Right Middle Cingulate Cortex (4a) 4 �30 50 4.29
Right Paracentral Lobule (4a) 14 �28 60 4.24
Left Middle Cingulate Cortex (5m) �8 �38 52 3.77
Right Postcentral Gyrus (2) 22 �42 52 3.75
Right Postcentral Gyrus (3a) 26 �32 46 3.55

802 Right Insula Lobe (OP2) 32 �24 20 4.64
Right Rolandic Operculum (OP1) 40 �28 20 4.6
Right Inferior Parietal Lobule (PFop) 46 �28 28 3.5
Right Postcentral Gyrus (OP4) 64 �16 18 3.41
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�32, 54; Fig. 2-bottom, red sphere). The converse comparison
showed that the WSC task, compared with the SSC one,
elicited higher activity in the medial superior frontal gyrus
associated with external agency (BA 6; 6, 8, 60; Fig. 2-bottom,
green sphere).
3. Discussion

We used the “standard” and “switched” social contract ver-
sions of the Selection-task (Wason, 1983) to investigate the
neural bases of human natural reasoning, beyond the formal
deductive operations performed by core-logic prefrontal
regions (Monti et al., 2007, 2009). In line with previous studies
(Fiddick et al., 2004; 2005; Sugiyama et al., 2002), in both
conditions the selection of the deontically correct responses
(i.e. “benefit accepted” and “requirement non satisfied” cards,
regardless of their logical category) was above 80%. This task
thus provides an excellent opportunity to investigate the
neural bases of human reasoning, while controlling for task
difficulty and linguistic processing. By comparing activations
associated with the standard and switched conditional rules,
we thus aimed to highlight the relative weight of logical
deductive operations vs. non-logical processes shaping their



Fig. 2 – Reasoning on standard vs. switched conditional rules. Top: the medial parietal and right inferior parietal regions
which were more strongly activated by the Standard (SSC), compared with the Switched (WSC), ”social contract” versions of
the Selection-task (po0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons). The histograms show the strength of neural activity (mean
parameter estimates7standard error of the mean) in the same regions (blue columns: standard; pink columns: switched).
Bottom: the histograms show the strength of neural activity in the regions-of-interest associated with external agency (medial
superior frontal gyrus, 6, 8, 60; green sphere) and internal agency (right postcentral gyrus; 34, �32, 54; red sphere) in a recent
meta-analysis (Sperduti et al., 2011) (blue columns: standard; pink columns: switched). Asterisks indicate a significant
difference (po0.05) between SSC and WSC tasks.
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semantic interpretation and the ensuing representational
format (e.g. visuospatial or agency processes).

3.1. The brain network of deductive reasoning

To this purpose, we first assessed the consistency of the
present results with those described in previous studies. Both
whole-brain and ROIs analyses supported the engagement of
the left fronto-temporo-parietal network of deductive reason-
ing (see Fig. 1b in Prado et al., 2011), along with the right
parietal cortex when reasoning on social contracts (Canessa
et al., 2005; Fiddick et al., 2005). In addition, in both social
tasks the left-sided activations in the inferior frontal cortex
(BA 47) and inferior parietal cortex (BA 40) overlap with the
coordinates of core-logic and support brain regions (Monti
et al., 2007), respectively. The latter regions, which are
consistently activated in neuroimaging studies on deductive
reasoning (Prado et al., 2011), have been suggested to support
the deductive logic operations performed by core-logic ros-
trolateral prefrontal cortex, by extracting, representing and
manipulating in working-memory the formal structure of
arguments. Our results strengthen this hypothesis in two
ways. First, because these regions were commonly activated
in the “descriptive” (DES), SSC and WSC tasks, all requiring
the translation of linguistic arguments into a formal repre-
sentational format despite their different contents. Second,
because they were maximally activated, also involving the
right inferior frontal cortex, in the DES task, in which the
arbitrary content of the conditional rule increases the need
for its processing in terms of logical categories. Indeed, the
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same regions have been previously associated with condi-
tional reasoning on arbitrary content, in particular while
solving the modus tollens (“If P, then Q,”; “not-Q,”; then
“not-P”; Noveck et al., 2004), which is the critical component
of the logical processes underlying the Selection-task.

3.2. Reasoning on standard vs. switched conditional rules

Although the SSC and WSC tasks diverge in terms of their
adherence to formal logic, differences between them at the
neural level did not involve any of the prefrontal core-logic
regions highlighted by Monti et al. (2007, 2009). We tested the
alternative hypothesis that differential activity across the two
types of social contract would involve parietal regions asso-
ciated with visuospatial imagery processes coding egocentric
vs. allocentric reference frames in social interactions.

In line with this hypothesis, the SSC task elicited stronger
activity than the WSC one in the medial parietal cortex and
right inferior parietal cortex. A similar right-lateralization in
the fronto-parietal network of deduction is elicited by rela-
tional arguments, regardless of the presence of linguistic
material (Prado et al., 2011), likely reflecting their visuospatial
encoding (Knauff et al. 2003; Maguire et al., 1998; Molenberghs
et al., 2012; Osherson et al., 1998; Sack et al., 2002). Indeed,
both these regions are involved in mental imagery and
rotation (Bien and Sack, 2014) as well as in self-agency and
first-person perspective, i.e. with the centeredness of the
subjective multimodal experiential space on one's own body,
within an egocentric reference frame (Vogeley and Fink, 2003;
see Maguire et al., 1998, 1999). A wealth of evidence shows
that such a “minimal self” (Gallagher, 2000) – i.e., a clear
instance of what has been considered elsewhere a form of
goal-oriented, primitive, univocal, socially restricted, and yet
significant variety of self (Pantaleo, 1997; Pantaleo and
Wicklund, 2000; Pantaleo, Canessa, 2011; Wicklund, 1999;
Wicklund and Pantaleo, 2012) – is crucial for people's instru-
mental relationships within their own physical and social
environment. Critical neurobiological evidence, in this
respect, comes from disorders of spatial cognition associated
with right inferior parietal damage, such as impaired updat-
ing of egocentric spatial relationships in spatial neglect
(Farrell and Robertson, 2000).

The differential activations across SSC and WSC tasks may
thus suggest that, compared with the arbitrary content of
“descriptive” rules, social interactions can be more easily
represented in terms of well-defined (spatial) relationships
between the agents involved in the conditional rule (i.e.
antecedent and consequent). It is likely that this mapping
cannot occur, unless greater cognitive resources are
recruited, with “descriptive” conditional rules, which by
definition entail an arbitrary relationship between the ante-
cedent and the consequent.

Although no region survived a correction for multiple
comparisons in the WSC vs. SSC contrast, our hypothesis
was supported by ROIs analyses on coordinates reported in a
recent meta-analysis on the neural bases of self-agency vs.
external-agency (Sperduti et al., 2011). We selected coordi-
nates for parietal and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, as these
regions have been previously associated with the coding of
spatial/social relationships (see Vogeley and Fink, 2003). The
postcentral gyrus, associated with self-agency (Sperduti et al.,
2011), was more strongly activated in the SSC than in the
WSC task. The converse contrast highlighted the dorsomedial
prefrontal cortex, which has been associated with external
agency. In line with whole-brain results, these data support
our hypothesis that standard and switched conditional rules
may engage opposite, i.e. egocentric vs. allocentric, reference
frames, although only the former emerged in whole-brain
analyses. Such an asymmetry in the strength of related
neural activity may reflect a greater effort needed for the
adoption of an allocentric, compared with an egocentric,
reference frame. This hypothesis fits with the fact that,
although the difference is generally not significant, the
standard task typically elicits higher performance than the
switched one (e.g. Sugiyama et al., 2002).

Our results thus suggest that human inferences engage
visuospatial processes related with a sense of agency while
acting in one's own environment, including the social one.
Such processes may either overcome logic deductive opera-
tions via domain-specific reasoning mechanisms (Cosmides,
1989; Fiddick, 2004) or provide alternative inferential routes,
e.g. in terms of the semantic interpretation of the arguments,
thus resulting in higher deontical, rather than logical, accu-
racy. The latter view fits with a growing theoretical frame-
work in the study of human reasoning, stressing the role of
interpretative processes in charge of assigning a logical form
to the conditional rule, i.e. “reasoning for, rather than from, an
interpretation” (Stenning and van Lambalgen, 2001, 2004,
2008; see also Girotto et al. (2001)). These processes, related
to understanding the semantics of the conditional rule, may
result in a more straightforward interpretation (and conse-
quently higher performance) of social contracts than descrip-
tive rules. The recruitment of the right parietal cortex by
standard vs. switched social contracts (and not by
descriptive-abstract rules) may reflect a semantic interpreta-
tion in terms of spatial relationships between their interact-
ing agents, and thus with reference to either an egocentric or
allocentric perspective, respectively. This hypothesis may be
tested via experimental designs explicitly separating the
interpretation of the conditional rule from subsequent rea-
soning processes (e.g. Fiddick et al., 2005), particularly with
techniques offering high temporal resolution.

3.3. Conclusions

In conclusion, we provide novel neural evidence reflecting
the notion that human inferences often deviate from the
rules of logical deduction. While core-logic brain regions in
lateral and medial prefrontal cortex (Monti et al., 2007, 2009)
play a key role in normative deductive inference, a wealth of
evidence in the psychological literature (Wason, 1983;
Manktelow and Over, 1991) shows that natural reasoning
often follows alternative – possibly semantic-interpretative –

routes, whose drives have been hotly debated for decades
(see Cosmides, 1989; Fiddick et al., 2000; Sperber and Girotto,
2002; Stenning and van Lambalgen, 2004). Here we show that,
in the human brain, such non-logic inferential routes inter-
sect right parietal neural mechanisms underlying visuospa-
tial processes which encode one's own subjective experience
in either egocentric vs. allocentric frames, i.e. in terms of
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either self-centered vs. other-centered social focal points. In
line with the non-logical responses elicited by the social
versions of the Selection-task, confirmed in the present
study, these neural mechanisms appear to support (or redir-
ect) our inferences, thus eliciting the well known “content
effects” in deductive reasoning. Our data suggest that the
resulting deductive inferences rely on visuospatial processes
focusing one's own sense of self, at least when we are
brought to act as decision-makers in apparently socially-
meaningful circumstances.
4. Experimental procedure

4.1. Subjects

Fourteen right-handed (Oldfield, 1971) monolingual native
speakers of Italian (7 females, 7 males; mean age¼23.6 years;
standard-deviation (SD)¼1.64; range 21–26 years) took part in
the experiment. All participants declared that they had little
or no training in formal logic, and none had a history of
neurologic or psychiatric disorders. Subjects gave informed
written consent to the experimental procedure, which was
approved by the local Ethics Committee.

4.2. Task

Subjects participated in three different versions of the Selec-
tion-task, namely descriptive (DES), standard social contract
(SSC) and switched social contract (WSC), according to the
terminology of Cosmides (1989, 2005). All tasks had the same
structure, differing only in the content of the conditional rules.
In the DES task, subjects were presented with conditional
statements in the form “If P, then Q,” which described an
arbitrary relation between two actions performed by a
hypothetical member of an unknown tribe (e.g., “If one cracks
walnut shells, then he drinks pond water”). In the SSC task,
conditional rules described an exchange of goods proposed
by an individual to four other individuals (e.g., “If I give you
walnut shells, then you give me pond water”). In the WSC task, the
conditional rule describing the exchange is switched (e.g., “If
you give me pond water, then I give you walnut shells”). All the
conditional rules were embedded in a story context, involving
unfamiliar stimuli and impersonal situations pertinent to
characters and objects proper to fictitious tribes, to ensure
that subjects had not had any experience with those kinds of
contexts. Such story specified that social contracts involved
rationed goods, and that the people receiving the offer may
thus be motivated to violate them. Following previous studies
(e.g. Sugiyama et al., 2002; see Fiddick et al. (2000)), in all tasks
subjects were then shown four cards, corresponding to the
logical categories P, not-P, Q, and not-Q. For instance, given the
social contract “If I give you X, then you give me Y”, the four cards
reported “Has given X” (P), “Has not given X” (not-P), “Has given
Y” (Q) and “Has not given Y” (not-Q) (see Supplementary Fig. 1).
Participants were informed that (a) each card provided infor-
mation about one of four people and (b) the two sides of the
card provided information about the two parts of the condi-
tional rule. Subjects were asked to indicate all and only the
cards that need to be turned over to determine whether any of
the four people had violated the rule. For all tasks, the correct
logical answer consists of choosing both the P and the not-Q
cards because, whatever the content, only these cards can
reveal a formal violation of the conditional rule. However, only
in the SSC task these cards also allow to identify whether the
social contract has been violated by any of the individuals
receiving the offer. Instead, identifying such violation requires
to turn the Q and not-P cards in the WSC task. The same
stimuli were used in the three tasks, with the only difference
among conditions being the kind of reasoning required of the
subjects with reference to the content of the conditional rule.
In fact, in the DES and SSC/WSC tasks, subjects had to reason
in terms of, respectively, a possible violation of an arbitrary
conditional rule or of a social contract.

A matching task was used as a baseline, in which either a
descriptive or a social contract rule was presented (e.g., “If I
give you walnut shells, then you give me pond water”). Each
baseline task consisted of exactly the same conditional
sentences presented in the corresponding reasoning task.
However, the content of the subsequent four cards was
partially different from reasoning trials. In baseline task,
indeed, two of them showed the name of objects actually
mentioned in the sentence (e.g., walnut shells and pond
water) whereas the other two cards showed the name of
objects not present in the sentence (e.g., granite rocks and
carrot roots). The baseline task was to select all and only the
cards of the former kind. According to a classic “cognitive
subtraction” logic, the aim of the baseline was to control for
visuo-perceptual and linguistic processing, as well as for
motor response requirements.
4.3. Procedure

We used a block-design paradigm, with 16 trials for each of
the three reasoning tasks (subdivided in four scanning
sequences). In each trial, a conditional rule was presented
for 5 s and was followed by a group of four cards, which
remained on the screen for 20 s during which subjects could
select the cards by pressing a four-button keyboard. The
presentation time of the stimuli during functional scanning
was calibrated based on response times measured in a
behavioral pilot study. The left–right order of the cards
corresponding to the four possible logical categories (P, not-
P, Q, not-Q) was counterbalanced across trials. Each task was
preceded by specific instructions lasting 12 s, and was paired
with a baseline task which had the same structure and
stimuli except that subjects had only 10 s to select the cards.
The order of presentation of the tasks was counterbalanced
across the four scanning sequences, and the order of the
sequences was counterbalanced across subjects.

Before being positioned in the scanner, subjects received a
brief training to ensure that they had understood the instruc-
tions and the stories we used to introduce the tasks. In addition,
they were instructed to perform the task throughout its 20-s
period and double-check their answers to ensure accuracy if they
finished before the cards were removed from view. Visual stimuli
were viewed via a back-projection screen located in front of the
scanner and a mirror placed on the head-coil.
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4.4. fMRI data acquisition

Anatomical T1-weighted and functional T2n-weighted mag-
netic resonance (MR) images were acquired with a 1.5-T
whole-body scanner (General Electric Medical Systems, Mil-
waukee, WI). Functional images were acquired using a
T2n-weighted gradient-echo, echo planar pulse sequence (30
contiguous slices parallel to the anterior-posterior commis-
sure (AC–PC) line covering the whole brain, repetition time
(TR)¼4 s, echo time (TE)¼60 ms, flip-angle¼901, field-of-view
(FOV)¼280�280 mm2, matrix¼64�64, slice thickness¼4
mm, in-plane resolution¼4.38�4.38 mm2). Each scanning
sequence comprised 149 sequential volumes, for 596 volumes
in total for each subject. A high-resolution T1-weighted
anatomic scan (3D, spoiled gradient recalled (SPGR) pulse
sequence, 124 slices, TR¼600 ms, TE¼20 ms, slice thick-
ness¼1.5 mm, in-plane resolution¼0.78�0.78 mm2) was also
acquired for each subject.
4.5. fMRI data pre-processing and statistical analyses

Image pre-processing and statistical analyses were per-
formed using SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), imple-
mented in Matlab v7.4 (Mathworks, Inc., Sherborn, MA)
(Worsley and Friston, 1995). We discarded the first 6 volumes
of each functional run to allow for T1-equilibration effects. All
remaining 572 volumes from each subject were then spatially
realigned to the first volume of the first scan and unwarped,
spatially normalized and resampled in 2�2�2 mm3 voxels,
and spatially smoothed with a 8-mm full-width half-
maximum (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel. The resulting
time series across each voxel were high-pass filtered to 1/
128 Hz, and serial autocorrelations modeled as an AR(1)
process.

The results related to reasoning on standard social contracts
(SSC) vs. descriptive (DES) conditional rules have been previously
described in a smaller sample of 12 participants (Canessa et al.,
2005). In line with the aim of the present study, here we compare
and discuss only the activations elicited by the SSC and WSC
tasks. We used statistical parametric mapping to highlight the
brain regions showing significantly stronger activity in each
reasoning task compared with its baseline, as well as those
showing significant differences between the two social contract
tasks (i.e. direct comparisons between SSC and WSC, after
baseline subtraction). Statistical maps were generated using a
random-effect model, implemented in a 2-levels procedure.

At the first level, single-subject fMRI responses were modeled
in a design-matrix comprising the onset of trials belonging to the
single reasoning tasks and their baselines, with duration equal to
the response times of single trials. We modeled only trials with
correct responses (P and not-Q in DES and SSC tasks, Q and not-P
in WSC task), while those with incorrect or missed responses
were modeled in a regressor of no interest. In order to balance
epoch-length across regressors, in a separate control analysis we
specified a duration of 10 s for all reasoning and baseline trials,
while the last 10 s of each reasoning trial were modeled in a
regressor of no interest (see Supplementary Tables 1–4). In both
analyses, regressors modeling epochs were convolved with a
canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF), and parameter
estimates for all regressors were obtained by maximum-
likelihood estimation.

At the second level, the resulting contrast images from all
subjects entered paired t-tests to assess group effects. For
each comparison of interest (e.g. SSC vs. baseline), this
process produced a statistical parametric map of the
t-statistics at every voxel. We also performed a Conjunction-
null (Nichols et al., 2005) analysis to identify clusters that were
significantly activated by both SSC and WSC tasks. Maxima
were reported in the MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute;
Evans et al., 1993) space for clusters exceeding a threshold of
po0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons (Friston et al., 1996;
Hayasaka et al., 2004). The location of activation foci was
determined in the stereotaxic space of Talairach and
Tournoux (1988) after correcting for differences between the
latter and the MNI coordinate systems with a nonlinear
transformation (see http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/
Common/mnispace.shtml).

4.6. Regions-of-interest (ROIs) analysis

Based on our experimental hypothesis, we aimed to assess the
consistency of the present results with previously published data
on the neural bases of deductive reasoning, reasoning on social
contracts, logical inference and agency attribution in social
interactions. To this purpose, in different sets of ROIs analyses
we assessed the neural activations in the SSC and WSC tasks in
terms of the brain regions previously associated with (a) deduc-
tive reasoning in 28 previous related studies, i.e. meta-analytic
results by Prado et al. (2011); (b) deductive reasoning on social
contracts vs. descriptive conditional rules, i.e. replication of data
by Canessa et al. (2005); (c) reasoning on social contracts vs.
precautionary rules (Fiddick et al., 2005); (d) “logical” deductive
operations, i.e. “core logic” and “support regions” of Monti et al.
(2007); (e) agency processes, i.e. meta-analytic results on 1st vs.
3rd person agency attribution by Sperduti et al. (2011).

For all these analyses, we first used the SPM-toolbox Marsbar
(http://marsbar.sourceforge.net) to manually define ROIs as
4-mm radius spheres centered on the MNI coordinates of the
key regions reported in the above studies (see Supplementary
Table 5a–e). Then, we used the toolbox REX (http://web.mit.edu/
swg) to extract from these ROIs task-specific parameter esti-
mates for off-line statistical analyses. In the latter, we used two-
tailed two-sample t-tests to assess whether a given ROI was
significantly activated in a given task (compared with its base-
line), or whether it was differentially activated by SSC vs. WSC
tasks. Within each set of ROIs analysis we employed a statistical
threshold of po0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons using
False-Discovery-Rate (FDR; Benjamini, 2010).
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